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Overview
This document details the features and functions of the Systems Engineering Toolkit shipped with
Rhapsody version 8.2.1 If you have an earlier version then most of the document will still apply, however
some functions may be different.
The Systems Engineering Toolkit (referred to from here as the SE Toolkit) is installed automatically as part
of the Harmony-SE profile and contains a wealth of useful features for automating the building and
checking of systems engineering models.
All SE Toolkit features (except for the startup wizard) are invoked from the contextual (right-click) menu
of model elements in the browser, on a diagram, or a diagram itself.
All SE Toolkit features are found under the SE-Toolkit menu:

Figure 1 SE-Toolkit menu

For each feature, the intent and basic operations are explained, along with how to invoke the feature and
any options to customize how it works.
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The Harmony-SE Profile
The Harmony-SE profile loads the Systems Engineering Toolkit. It also contains new terms used in the
Harmony workflow, along with stereotypes and tag values that allow user-customization of the SE Toolkit
features. The profile also contains some custom table and matrix layouts.
In addition the profile loads in property files (.prp files) which override Rhapsody’s default properties.
These property files are loaded hierarchically as shown below:
HarmonySE

HarmonySE_NewProperties
HarmonySE_ExecutionProperties

HarmonySE_Perspectives

HarmonySE_GraphicalProperties

HarmonySEGraphicalProperties_Sequences

HarmonySEGraphicalProperties_UseCases

HarmonySEGraphicalProperties_Activities

HarmonySEGraphicalProperties_Structure

HarmonySEGraphicalProperties_StateMachines

Figure 2 Harmony SE Property Files

New Stereotypes
The following new termed stereotypes may be found in the HarmonySE Profile:
Stereotype
Activity View
ActorPin

Applicable To
Use Case
Pin

MessageAction

State (Action)

moe

Attribute

trace

Dependency

ActorBlock

Actor

Purpose
Acts as a container for functional flow models.
A special kind of pin that allows modeling of sent and
received messages in activity views
A special kind of action on activity views – see desk book
for details
Measure of Effectiveness (moe) – used in Trade Studies and
their corresponding toolkit features.
Replacement for the out of the box <<trace>> dependency
which is not a new term (limiting its use in table and matrix
views). Note that this will likely become deprecated – newer
Harmony models use <<refine>> instead.
Allows the use of Blocks to represent Actors in aMBSE
models

The following non-new termed stereotypes may be found in the HarmonySE Profile:
Stereotype
DecomposedOperation
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Applicable To
Activity Diagram
Operation

Purpose
Identifies operations as functionally
decomposed and therefore not requiring
allocation themselves
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HarmonySE

Project

InterfacesPkg
scenarios

Dependency
Dependency

SDGenerationTarget

Dependency

qualified

Type

stakeholder

Use Case, Class,
Statechart, Activity
Diagram,
Requirement,
Sequence Diagram
All

nonNormative

SE Toolkit Handbook

Contains tags that may be used to customize
SE Toolkit functions if applied
Allows auto-selection and customization of
target package when generating sequence
diagrams from an activity
Allows auto-selection of the use case block
when generating black box sequences from an
activity
Allows modeling of accuracy and precision of
expected data items
Allows identification of stakeholder
requirement artifacts

Any stereotyped element is not part of the
normative spec. The element might be there
just to facilitate execution or debugging for
example.
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Property Perspectives
The profile applies new perspectives to the properties panel of the features view, making the most useful
properties for both the SE Toolkit and Rhapsody itself much easier to find. These perspectives appear as
new filters on the properties view:

Figure 3 New properties perspectives

In addition, each perspective has several tabs to organize properties and each perspective may also be
filtered using the regular properties filter options:

Figure 4 Tabulated properties

Project Initialization Helpers
The Systems Engineering Toolkit Startup Wizard
Models may be built using either the ‘Agile’ or ‘Classic’ approach. The SE Toolkit provides support for
both these modes of working. SE Toolkit behaviors are controlled using the standard Rhapsody properties
mechanism. Although these properties may be set manually, for convenience a startup wizard is provided:
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Figure 5 SE Toolkit Startup Wizard

The wizard is displayed whenever you add the HarmonySE profile to a model – or whenever you open a
model that has the HarmonySE profile in it.
Note that this wizard only sets properties on the model – therefore it only needs to be used once. It is
suggested that once the initial decision is made (and the appropriate option is selected) you select “Do not
ask again”.
For existing models, the option “None” will ensure that no changes are made to the existing properties. The
wizard may be invoked anytime from the menu: Tools à SE Toolkit à Show Startup Wizard.
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Modes of Operation:
Here are the main differences between the two modes:
Type of Ports Used
Actors in the
Functional Model

Classic
Standard
Actors are re-used across use
cases

Ports and Interfaces

Created and populated from
sequence diagrams

Types

A single types package is
created at the root
A single interfaces package is
created at the root
Hides menus and properties to
simplify the user interface

Interfaces
Rhapsody UI
Simplification

Agile
Proxy
Blocks are created to represent actors for
each use case – fully encapsulating each
use case model. Actor block names are
abbreviated.
Created from use case and connected
actors as part of the system model.
Populated from sequence diagrams.
Each functional model has its own types
package
Each functional model has its own
interfaces package
Relies on SysML perspectives to simplify
the user interface

Rhapsody Simplification
In classic mode, some of the properties that are overridden are there to simplify the Rhapsody user
interface, for example reducing the number of available tools on diagram toolbars. If this simplification is
not required, then these properties may be reset. A wizard is provided to do just that – right click the project
and select SE Toolkit à Simplifications à Remove Simplifications

Create Harmony Project
Intent
Create an initial project structure for a HarmonySE model. Note that if the default HarmonySE structure is
not required – the SE-Toolkit has helpers to store and recreate a user defined project structure.

Invocation
Appears on Project menu (the project may be UML/SysML – other project types may be used so long as
the Harmony.hep file is modified to recognize those types)
Menu Entry: SE Toolkit à Create Harmony Project

Basic Operation
Creates an initial package structure, an initial use case diagram, block definition diagrams and several
default table and matrix views as dictated by the HarmonySE workflow – as shown in the diagram below
(for an example project named FillingStation). In addition, the use case diagram is added to the Favorites
list.
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Figure 6 Harmony Model Structure

If any of these artifacts already exist, then they are skipped – allowing the helper to run multiple times
without damaging the model. The Default package is deleted – but only if the package is empty. The
default diagram created at root level by an initial Rhapsody project is also deleted. Certain conditions will
not allow that diagram to be deleted – for example: If another model element has the diagram as its ‘Main
Diagram’ and that other model element is read only – then Rhapsody will not allow the deletion of the
diagram.
The RequirementsPkg and InterfacesPkg are given a new local tag: “includeInSharedModel” (set to true) to
allow the automatic creation of Handoff Models
In addition, the RequirementsPkg is given a new tag includeInSubsystemModel for the same reason.

Overridden Properties
The following properties are overridden by the creation of a HarmonySE project structure:
Element
Project
Project
ActorPkg
TypesPkg

Property
Browser.Settings.ShowPredefinedPkg
Activity.General.SimulationMode
CG.Relation.Generate
WebComponents.Event.WebManaged
CPP_CG.Type.GenerateSerializationFunctions

New Value
false
StateOriented
false
true
SerializationAndUnserialization

Note that some of these properties will not be visible in classic mode if the user interface has been
simplified. All properties may be made visible by setting the property below (note that Remove
Simplifications also does this)
General.Workspace.ApplyHiddenSubjects = false
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Apply Simplifications
Intent
In Classic mode – the SE Toolkit Startup Wizard modifies some of the Rhapsody properties with the intent
of simplifying the user interface – stripping down diagram toolbars and hiding non-essential properties.
This wizard and its partner – Remove Simplifications – allow easy application/removal of those settings.

Invocation
The helper is invoked from the Project.
Menu Entry: SE Toolkit à Simplifications à Apply Simplifications

Basic Operation
When activated – this wizard overrides the following properties and sets their values:
General.Workspace.ApplyHiddenSubjects > true
General.Graphics.ActivityDiagramToolbar > Subset of drawing tools
General.Graphics.SequenceDiagramToolbar > Subset of drawing tools
General.Graphics.UseCaseDiagramToolbar > Subset of drawing tools
General.Graphics.StatechartToolbar > Subset of drawing tools

Remove Simplifications
Intent
In Classic mode – the SE Toolkit Startup Wizard modifies some of the Rhapsody properties with the intent
of simplifying the user interface – stripping down diagram toolbars and hiding non-essential properties.
This wizard and its partner – Apply Simplifications – allow easy application/removal of those settings.

Invocation
The helper is invoked from the Project.
Menu Entry: SE Toolkit à Simplifications à Remove Simplifications

Basic Operation
When activated – this wizard resets the following properties back to their default values:
General.Workspace.ApplyHiddenSubjects
General.Graphics.ActivityDiagramToolbar
General.Graphics.SequenceDiagramToolbar
General.Graphics.UseCaseDiagramToolbar
General.Graphics.StatechartToolbar

Functional Analysis Helpers
Import Description from RTF
Intent
Import an existing RTF file as the description for a selected model element – either as the finished
description or as a ‘template’ – that is a partially filled description.

Invocation
The helper may be invoked from the context menu of:
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•
•
•
•

The Project
Use Cases
Blocks
Operations

Menu Entry: SE Toolkit à Import Description from RTF

Basic Operation
When invoked, the tool will look for a tag called descriptionTemplate – starting on the current
element and then looking ‘up the tree’. The first descriptionTemplate tag found in this way is used –
this allows more than one template to be used for different areas of the model. Note that only the model has
this tag out of the box as described below. If you wish to use different templates for different parts of the
model then this tag must be manually added (for example adding a new tag to a Use Case will cause only
that Use Case to use the template – adding the tag to a Package will allow all elements in that Package to
use the same template)
The tag should contain the full path to an RTF file. The path may be a fixed one or may contain the
following keywords:
• {OMROOT} – will be replaced with the Rhapsody root directory
• {PROJECT} – will be replaced with the current project directory
• {PROJECT_RPY} – will be replaced by the _rpy folder for the current project (useful for
controlled files which by default are stored there)
• {TYPE} – will be replaced by the user defined metaclass of the selected model element (for
example use Block – not Class). Note that this must match the type exactly – for example use
UseCase – not Use Case
Note that the profile contains a stereotype, which if applied to project, adds a project level tag
descriptionTemplate with the default value:
{OMROOT}/Profiles/HarmonySE/{TYPE}
The profile also contains several example RTF templates (as controlled files):
•
•
•

UseCase template
Block template
Operation template

Create System Context
Intent
Create a system context diagram from the Actors connected to a Block.

Invocation
The helper may be invoked from the context menu of a Block.
Menu Entry: SE Toolkit à Architecture Tools à Create System Context

Basic Operation
If the property SEToolkit.CreateSystemContext.CreateActorBlocks is set to true (note the default value
is false) then the tool will create Actor Blocks for each connected Actor. A part is created for each Actor
Block (or for each Actor if the above property is set to false) and the original System Block. Proxy Ports
and Interface Blocks are created between these elements and everything is placed onto an Internal Block
Diagram. Note that all created artifacts are placed into the same Package as the original Block, except for
Interface Blocks which are created in the Interfaces Package.
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For example:

Figure 7 Actors connected to a System Block

Figure 8 Created Actor Blocks, Parts, Connectors etc.

Figure 9 Created Interfaces
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Figure 10 Created System Context Diagram

Create System Model from Use Case
Intent
Create a use case functional model for the selected use case.

Invocation
The helper is invoked from a Use Case.
Menu Entry: SE Toolkit à Create System Model From Use Case

Dependencies
Location of Use Case Model
To create the functional use case model, the helper needs to know where to create the new model elements.
By default, it looks for a package called FunctionalAnalysisPkg. If this package is not found, then the
helper cannot continue. See the customization section for information on how to change this.

Basic Operation
Execution Considerations
The helper assumes that at some point the use case functional model will be executed. Any artifact that
executes must have a formal name – that is a name with no spaces or special characters. To that end before
creating model elements, the helper checks the use case name and creates a corresponding executable name
(removing spaces and special characters). Artifacts created in the use case functional model use this
executable name rather than the original use case name.

Use Case Model - Classic
The general form of the use case model created by the helper is shown below (the original use case is
shown in orange)
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FunctionalAnalysisPkg

Use Case Model Package

Use Case
Activity View
<<represents>>

Activity

Use Case Block
Activity Diagram
Internal Block Diagram

Scenarios Package

Executable Model Package

Parts

Component

Figure 11 Use case model

Use Case Model - Agile
In Agile mode, each use case model also has its own types package, interfaces package and actors package
(these are options controlled by properties). An ActorBlock is created for each connected actor, the block
has a <<represents>> dependency back to the original Actor.
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FunctionalAnalysisPkg

Use Case Model Package

Use Case
Activity View
<<represents>>

Activity

Use Case Block
Activity Diagram
Internal Block Diagram

Scenarios Package

Executable Model Package

Parts

Component

Actor Package

Actor Blocks

Interfaces Package

Types Package

Package Structure
The helper creates the following package structure, where UCName is replaced with the executable name
as described above.

Figure 12 Use case functional model package structure

Use Case Relocation
The original use case is moved into the new use case functional model package (UCNamePkg)
Relocation of the Use Case is an option controlled by the following property:
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SEToolkit.CreateSystemModelFromUseCase.MoveUseCase

Actor Relocation
Each Actor connected to the use case is moved into the ActorPkg. If the ActorPkg does not exist, the Actors
are left where they are. Relocation of Actors is an option controlled by the following property:
SEToolkit.CreateSystemModelFromUseCase.MoveActors
See the Customization section for details on how to change where the Actors are relocated.

Internal Block Diagram
A new internal block diagram is created with the name IBD_UCName. The diagram is automatically
opened.

Use Case Block
A block is created to represent the Use Case, named UC_UCName. The Block receives a dependency to the
Use Case stereotyped <<represents>>

Figure 13 Use Case Block Dependency

Actor Blocks
In agile mode – an ActorBlock is created for each connected Actor and placed into a new Package (with the
name UCNameActorPkg). This behavior is controlled by the following property:
SEToolkit.CreateSystemModelFromUseCase.CreateBlocksFromActors
ActorBlocks are named aUCName_ActorName and are given a <<represents>> dependency back to the
original Actor:

Figure 14 Actor Block

Note that Actor Block names use an abbreviated form of the Use Case name, using only the uppercase
characters. For example, an Actor called Driver connected to a Use Case Operate Vehicle would result in
an Actor Block called aOV_Driver. This behavior is controlled by the following property and is on by
default in agile mode:
SEToolkit.CreateSystemModelFromUseCase. AbbreviateActorBlockName
In this example if the option is switched off the Actor Block name would instead be
aOperateVehicle_Driver.
Use Case inheritance is also supported – that is any Actors are connected to a Use Case that this Use Case
inherits from will also be used. This is an option controlled by the following property:
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SEToolkit.CreateSystemModelFromUseCase.UseInheritedUseCaseActors

Executable Use Case Model
An instance of the use case block is created (that is a part typed by the use case block)
A part is created for each actor (or in agile mode each actor block) connected to the use case. These
artifacts are placed in the UCNameExecutionScopePkg and are also placed on the internal block diagram.

Activity View
A new activity view is created under the use case. Since these do not execute (instead they are intended to
model the functional flow) they simply take the name of the use case and add the suffix Block Box View. A
new activity and activity diagram are created under this activity view. The diagram is automatically
opened.

Dependencies
A dependency is added from the activity to the use case block, stereotyped
<<SDGenerationTarget>>. This is to allow the sequence diagram generator helper to
automatically detect the appropriate lifeline to use when generating black box sequence diagrams.
A dependency is added from the activity to the BBScenariosPkg, stereotyped <<scenarios>>. This is to
allow the sequence diagram generator helper to automatically select the package in which to place
generated sequence diagrams.

Figure 15 Activity dependencies

Ports and Interfaces
In agile mode, ports and interfaces are created for the Use Case and Actor Blocks. In addition, links are
created between the parts and those are also shown on the Internal Block Diagram. Note that these are of
course empty at this point – they will be later populated through scenario analysis. This behavior is
controlled by the following property and is on by default in agile mode:
SEToolkit.CreateSystemModelFromUseCase.CreatePortsAndInterfacesWithSystemM
odel

Figure 16 Ports and Interfaces on IBD
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Interfaces and Types Packages
In agile mode two additional packages are created as part of the system model – a types package called
UCNameTypesPkg and an interfaces package called UCNameInterfacesPkg. This behavior is controlled by
the following properties which are both switched on by default in agile mode:
SEToolkit.CreateSystemModelFromUseCase.CreateLocalTypesPackage
SEToolkit.CreateSystemModelFromUseCase.CreateLocalInterfacesPackage

Hyperlinks
For ease of later navigation, hyperlinks are added from the use case to the activity diagram and internal
block diagram.

Example
For the example use case shown below:

Figure 17 Example Use Case

The following use case model is created (agile mode shown:
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Figure 18 Example use case model

Customization Options
Functional Analysis Package
When Create System Model from Use Case executes – it requires a ‘root’ package in which to create new
artifacts – by default that is a Package called FunctionalAnalysisPkg. The name and location of the
“Functional Analysis Package” to use may be modified in two ways – locally or globally.

Modifying the Functional Analysis Package Locally
The tool looks ‘up the tree’ from the currently selected element, looking for a named package. The property
that controls that name is a regular expression:
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Figure 19 Functional Analysis Package Name Regular Expression

What this means is that by default – the first Package found whose name ends in “FunctionalAnalysisPkg”
will be used. By modifying the regular expression, you could change the naming strategy used.

Figure 20 Example of a Local Functional Analysis Package

Modifying the Functional Analysis Package Globally
To make a more global change, apply the ‘HarmonySE’ stereotype to the Project – this adds a tag to the
project: FunctionalAnalysisPkg – of type Package. A different “Functional Analysis Package” may
then be specified by modifying the value of the tag (regardless of the actual name of the Package to be
used)
Note that if you have already created a model for a use case, setting this tag will result in duplicate artifacts
– a new use case model will be created for the use case regardless of whether one already exists in another
location.

Figure 21 Changing the root package for use case models

Actor Package
The tool also attempts to relocate Actors. The selection of which package to move the Actors into is
performed in the exact same way as described above for the functional analysis package – there is a
corresponding property to look for a named package and a tag on the project level stereotype to specify a
global one.
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Create Scenario
Intent
To create a basic sequence diagram with an initial set of lifelines to allow scenario modeling to proceed.

Invocation
This helper may be invoked from an Activity View or a Use Case. (Note that if you are following either of
the Harmony workflows you should not activate this tool on a Use Case – but on the Activity View instead)
Menu Entry: SE Toolkit à Create Scenario

Basic Operation
The tool creates a new sequence diagram (with a default name) in the BBScenariosPkg. It detects all
associated parts and adds them to the diagram as lifelines. These lifelines are set to show their label rather
than their name for readability. This is an option controlled by the following property:
SEToolkit.CreateScenario.UseLabelsOnLifelines
Additionally, the HarmonySE Profile contains a Comment called SDDescriptionTemplate. A copy of this
comment is made (owned by the Sequence Diagram) and is placed on the diagram (lifelines are shifted over
to accommodate it). This is an option controlled by the following property:
SEToolkit.CreateScenario.AddCommentToScenario
The created Sequence Diagram is also added as a reference to the Activity View to allow for later
consistency checking.
Example:
For the following Use Case Diagram:

Figure 22 Create Scenario - Use Case Diagram
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Figure 23 Create Scenario - Created Artifacts

Figure 24 Create Scenario - Created Sequence Diagram

Auto-Rename Actions
Intent
When an Action is created on an Activity Diagram it has a default name (for example “action_1”). The
diagram shows the Action – not the name however the Browser shows the name. The intent of this tool is to
give actions more reasonable names (that match the Action) – allowing them to be more easily referenced
in the browser as well as matrix views, reports and so on.

Invocation
This helper may be invoked from the Activity or Activity Diagram in the Browser – or by right-clicking the
background of an Activity Diagram whilst editing it.
Menu Entry: SE Toolkit à Auto-Rename Actions

Basic Operation
When an action is created in an activity diagram, it is given the default name of action_x – where x is an
auto-generated arbitrary number. In Harmony models that name does not change – users enter the details of
the action into its action body.
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When invoked, this helper renames all the actions on the diagram to correspond with their action body.
The helper uses a regular expression to decide whether characters in the action body are not legal (ie those
characters which Rhapsody would prevent you from using in the actual name of the action). By default the
helper uses the following regular expression:
[^a-zA-Z0-9]
Note that this is an inverted character class – that is any character which is not an alpha-numeric character
will be replaced by an underscore. Both properties may be modified:
SEToolkit.AutoRenameActions.IllegalCharactersRegex
SEToolkit.AutoRenameActions.ReplaceWith
In addition, the helper will not allow a number to be used as the first character (it will be replaced by an
underscore – or whatever character has been used in the property above) unless the following property is
set to true:
SEToolkit.AutoRenameActions.AllowNameToStartWithANumber
Note that the helper is always constrained by Rhapsody. If Rhapsody does not allow a number to be used as
the first character for example – then the helper will try to change the name and simply be unsuccessful in
its attempt.
If an action already exists with the calculated name – the tool adds a suffix number (it has a limit of 100
which should be enough for even the most complex model). This may happen when an action appears
multiple times on the same diagram – the action body may be the same – but Rhapsody will not allow two
actions to have the same name.

Figure 25 Example renamed action

Create Operations from Call Operations
Intent
To allow call operations to be added quickly and easily.

Invocation
This helper may be invoked from the Activity or Activity Diagram in the Browser – or by right-clicking the
background of an Activity Diagram whilst editing it.
Menu Entry: SE Toolkit à Create Operations from Call Operations

Basic Operation
To add call operations manually the user must either (a) add the operation by hand and then drag it onto the
diagram, or (b) create a call operation on the diagram and then map it to a ‘new’ operation. However, the
activity diagram describes the functional flow of the use case block – not the activity view that owns it.
This means that if (a) is used then the call operation has a relative name and if (b) is used Rhapsody refuses
to create the operation entirely.
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This helper exploits a defect in Rhapsody: If you create a new call operation on the diagram (using the
drawing toolbar) and immediately type into the box – that becomes the action body. Call Operations do not
actually have action bodies (hence the defect).
When this helper is invoked, for each call operation on the activity diagram, the helper first locates the
classifier in which to create a new operation, in the following order:
1. The call operation is in a swimlane, mapped to a classifier
2. The owning activity has a << SDGenerationTarget>> dependency to a classifier
3. If neither is true, then the tool looks up the package tree for the first classifier it can find (in classic
harmony functional analysis structure this will be the use case block)
The helper then creates a new operation in that classifier (if one does not already exist) and maps the
existing call operation to it. It copies over any description from the call operation to the operation. Lastly it
modifies the graphical properties of the call operation to display the operation name.
Example:

Figure 26 Initial Call Operation

Figure 27 Converted Call Operation

Figure 28 New Operation in Correct Block Mapped to Call Operation

Add Actor Pins
Intent
To allow a special kind of pin – ActorPin – to be added to Actions and Message Actions.

Invocation
This helper may be invoked from an Action or Message Action on an Activity Diagram.
Menu Entry: SE Toolkit à Add Actor Pins
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Basic Operation
When invoked the tool reads the model and populates a dialog with any Actors (Classic Mode) or Actor
Blocks (agile mode) that are connected to the current Use Case:

Figure 29 Actor Pin Dialog

Select an Actor using the Actor combo box and click Add / Modify Pin.
If no Actor pin exists for this Actor one will be added – otherwise it will be modified to match the settings
in this dialog. New Actor Pins have a <<represents>> dependency to the Actor they represent. New Actor
Pins initially have the same name as the Actor – however this may be subsequently changed if desired since
the mapping is done via the <<represents>> dependency. A property may be set to use the label of the
Actor instead of its name:
SEToolkit.AddActorPins.CopyLabel
The Direction and Inverted settings manipulate tags on the pin such that when it is used later to generate
sequence diagrams, messages will be created from these pins. The pin also has tags that store any events
generated from it – such that those events may be later renamed – and subsequent sequence diagram
generation runs will respect the change.
To add / modify an Actor Pin on a different action – either close the dialog and right-click the other Action
– or simply select the other Acton on the diagram and click Change Selection to change the focus of the
Add Actor Pin dialog to that Action.

Refactor Actions
Intent
To allow the ‘renaming’ of an Action on a set of Activities.

Invocation
This helper may be invoked from an Action on an Activity Diagram.
Menu Entry: SE Toolkit à Refactor Action
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Basic Operation
In HarmonySE Activities the names of Actions are not used – instead the Action field becomes an
Operation when Sequence Diagrams are generated. The same Action may therefore appear multiple times
on the same Activity – or on any other Activity referenced by a Call Behavior.
When invoked this helper presents a dialog for you to choose a new Action field for the selected Action –
and it checks this and any other referenced Activities for any other instances of the same Action field – and
replaces them.
Example:

Figure 30 Refactor Action - Linked Activities

Figure 31 Refactor Action Dialog
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Figure 32 Refactored Action

Create Call Behavior
Intent
To automate the creation of a Call Behavior and a new Activity that it references.

Invocation
This helper may be invoked from an Action on an Activity Diagram.
Menu Entry: SE Toolkit à Create Call Behavior

Basic Operation
In Rhapsody if you have an existing Activity in addition to the one you are currently editing – you may
simply drag that Activity onto the one you are editing and it will become a Call Behavior. However if you
have no other Activity yet the process to make one becomes laborious. When invoked, this tool will take
the currently selected Action and use the Action field as the name for a new Activity. The new Activity will
be created in the same location in the browser as the one being edited. A new Call Behavior is created and
added to the diagram – next to the original Action. That Call Behavior is already mapped to the new
Activity.
Note that the original Action remains and must be manually deleted.
Example:

Figure 33 Create Call Behavior - Before Invocation
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Figure 34 Create Call Behavior - After Invocation

Generate Sequence Diagrams
Intent
To allow generation of sequence diagrams representing the scenarios described in the functional flow
activity diagram.

Invocation
This helper may be invoked from:
• An activity / activity diagram
• An Action on the activity diagram
• A group of actions on the activity diagram
In all cases, the Modeling Toolbox is launched – and the user interface is filtered to only show the Generate
Sequence Diagrams tab. In addition, the tool automatically sets the Source and Target elements in the
modeling toolbox – although this is for convenience and may be overridden by the user before generating
sequence diagrams.
Menu Entry: SE Toolkit à Generate Sequence Diagrams

Basic Operation
The premise of this helper is simple – the helper generates sequence diagrams from the activity. Actions on
the diagram become operations of a Class/Block in the model. That Class/Block becomes a lifeline on the
generated sequence diagram – with messages on that lifeline that are realized by the operations created.
This operation is performed ‘per path’ – the tool traces through the diagram and when it encounters any
kind of decision point (for example a Decision Node) – it asks the user which path to generate. Note that
the path selection may be automated.
The tool needs three things:
1. The set of actions that form this scenario
2. The classifier (block/class) that will have new operations created from the actions
3. The package that the new sequence diagram will be generated in

Actions
The tool begins with a starting point from which to start gathering actions:
• If the source is the activity/diagram then the starting point is the initial flow – actions are gathered
by tracing through the diagram
• If the source is an action then the starting point is that action – actions are gathered by tracing
through the diagram – from the selected action onwards.
• If the source is a group of actions – no tracing is required – the selected actions form the action
list. Note that this list is in the order the selection was made – this overrides any flows in the
diagram and could lead to incorrect sequences.
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Classifier
Next the tool needs the target element. When generating sequence diagrams, actions on the activity diagram
become operations in the model – those appear on lifelines in the generated sequence. The target element
determines which classifier the operations are created in (and of course what the lifeline on the sequence
correspondingly maps to).
• For ‘black box’ activities the target should be a Block/Class – operations will be created under that
Block/Class
• For ‘white box’ activities the target should be a Package – sequence diagrams will be generated
into that package. The activity should have swimlanes and those swimlanes should be mapped to
Blocks/Classes – the toolkit can then create operations under those mapped Blocks/Classes.

Auto-Selection of Target
When invoked using the context menu – the tool sets the target automatically (the source is selected from
the context). First the tool works its way up the tree until it gets to the activity. The target selection is then
made in the following preferred order:

Selection by Dependency
If the activity has a dependency stereotyped <<SDGenerationTarget>> to a Block then that Block becomes
the target element.

Selection by Owner
If the activity is owned by a package or a block then that becomes the ‘target’ element

Selection by Structure
•
•

If the diagram has swimlanes then the tool looks up the package tree for a package with a
name that contains “WB_SCSD” or “WB_SD” (this is inline with the standard harmony
structure for design synthesis)
If the diagram does not have swimlanes then the tool iterates up the tree until it reaches a
package – it then selects the last block in that package as the target (this is inline with the
standard harmony structure for functional analysis – there should only be one block in
that package)

Manual Selection
If the tool is unable to auto-select the target then the user should manually select the relevant target before
generating sequence diagrams

Figure 35 Source and Target for a Black Box Activity

Options
Before starting to generate sequences the user should review the various options tabs:

General Options
The general options tab contains the following:

Auto Rename Actions on Generation
This option performs the same behavior described in the helper Auto-Rename Actions
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Auto Rename Events in Pins on Message Actions
By default, Events created from Message Actions take the name of the Message Action. That event is then
subsequently mapped to the pin on the Message Action. This option allows the Message Action to be
renamed – and if so the existing Event is updated to use the new Message Action name.

Add Return Types from Out Pins
If object flows are used then this option sets the return type of a newly generated operation to be the name
and type of the output pin that caused its generation.

Add Arguments from In Pins
If object flows are used then this option adds an argument to the generated operation of the same name and
type as the output pin which caused its generation.

Place All Connected Actors on Every Sequence Diagram
By default, only actors involved in this scenario (that is those collected through Actor Pins by traversing
the activity) are placed as lifelines on the generated sequence diagram. If this option is selected then all
actors connected to the current use case are added as lifelines to the generated sequence diagram.

Copy Options
This tab allows copying of various features from the action to the operation that was created from it. This is
useful as it allows the modeler to add descriptions, tags etc. to the action on the diagram as it is created –
and such information can be transferred to the more formal operation upon creation of the sequence
diagram.
The options are:
• Disabled – no copying takes place
• Initial Only – the copying of information only occurs when the operation is first created. On
subsequent generation runs – if the operation already exists then no copying of information occurs.
This is to prevent the tool overwriting any modifications the user makes to the operation after it
has been created.
• Replace – information from the action is always copied to the operation. This effectively makes
the action the master and could potentially overwrite any modifications the user makes to the
operation.

Message Options
This section contains options pertaining to the creation of messages either between or along a lifeline

Create Condition Marks from Guards
As the tool gathers actions it presents the user with decisions – which path to take in the diagram when the
flows diverge. These decisions are captured and may be created as condition marks on the sequence as a
useful reminder of which scenario is being viewed.

Create Messages from Actor Pins
If an action has an actor pin attached to it – the tool may generate messages on the sequence to or from an
actor to represent communication. Note that unless the following option is selected, such messages will be
unrealized. See the Actor Pins section for more information.

Realize Actor Messages
If Create Messages from Actor Pins is selected – messages to/from an actor are created on the sequence
diagram. If this option is selected then such messages are also realized – that is new events are created and
the messages mapped to those events.

Add Messages Between Lifelines
If this option is selected then the tool automatically creates new messages between lifelines. The option is
only relevant for activity diagrams with swimlanes. When a flow begins in one swimlane and ends in
another – this causes the generation of an inter-lifeline message. Note that unless the following option is
selected, such messages will be unrealized.

Auto Realize Messages Between Lifelines
If the previous option is selected, then messages are generated between lifelines. This option causes those
messages to be realized – that is new events are created and the messages mapped to those events.
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Add Arguments to Messages Between Lifelines
If object flows have been used then arguments are automatically added to newly created messages.

Create Self Events from Message Actions with no Pins
If a Message Action is part of the flow – and that Message Action has no pins – then this option creates a
new message from the lifeline back to itself (that is a ‘reflexive’ message)

Use Operations Instead of Events
This option causes messages between lifelines to be created as Operations rather than the default Events as
discussed in the previous options – and the rest of this feature.

Pre-processing of the Activity
To begin the process of gathering actions – press the Collect Actions button. This button will only be
available if a valid source and target element have been selected. Before gathering begins the tool preprocesses the diagram looking for invalid actions (that is actions which have action bodies containing
illegal characters). If any illegal actions are found gathering is aborted and the Status indicates the error.
The tool switches to the Design Rules tab where all illegal actions are listed and the user may navigate into
the model from here.

Figure 36 Illegal invalid actions

Illegal Characters and Design Rules
Each action on the diagram will become an operation in the model. The name of the operation will be taken
from the action body. If such a model is to execute then operation names must be formal – no spaces or
special characters. If actions are found that violate this rule they are deemed to be illegal (Rhapsody would
prevent an operation being created with such a name)
However some modelers are not intending to execute and may override Rhapsody to allow such named
operations. The SE Toolkit allows for such a condition – on the Design Rules tab is an option to Use
NamesRegExp Property – if this is selected then the tool will use that regular expression to check for illegal
action bodies.
Alternatively the Design Rules tab contains an option to ‘Apply Design Rules’. If selected then the toolkit
will pre-process the diagram and ‘fix’ any illegal action bodies – replacing illegal characters or removing
them before sequence diagram generation begins.
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Figure 37 Design rules tab

Gathering Actions
Once the diagram pre-processing has completed successfully (or design rules are in use) the tool begins
gathering actions – following flows in the diagram.
Valid actions may have:
• Exactly one outgoing control flow and any number of object flows (object flows are ignored0
• Exactly one outgoing object flow
Any other action is considered invalid (for example multiple outgoing control flows)
When any kind of decision about flow needs to be made (for example the flow hits a decision or a fork):
• The actions gathered so far are displayed:

Figure 38 Actions gathered so far
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•

The options for the chosen flow are presented to the user. Both the ‘next’ action and the set of
guards that make up that path are displayed:

Figure 39 Example decision point

At this point he user may decide to generate the sequence from the actions gathered so far (Create
Sequence Diagram from Collection button). In this case the sequence will be created and the gathered
action list will be cleared and the tool reset ready to start gathering again,
Alternatively, the user may select a path to take. Double-clicking an entry in the ‘Select Next Action’ will
select that path and cause gathering to continue. A context menu is also available:

Figure 40 Selecting the next action

Lastly the user may decide to abandon this path – pressing the Cancel button will reset the tool ready to
start gathering again.

Sequence Diagram Generation
When the tool runs out of actions (that is the flow ends in a final state or there are no more outgoing flows
from an action that has been reached) or the user reaches a decision point and presses the Create Sequence
Diagram from Collection button - then the sequence diagram is generated and the tool reset ready to start
gathering again.

Actor Pins
Actor pins represent communication to or from an actor. If the relevant options are selected, then new
messages /events may be generated from the actor pin.
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When an actor pin is added it is mapped to an actor using a tag – therefore the name of the pin may be
changed. If the actor tag is empty the tool will try to locate the actor by looking for an actor with the same
name as the pin.
The naming strategy for a message mapped to an actor pin is dictated by properties.
For purely ‘In’ Actor Pins the default is reqAction where Action is the name of the operation generated
from the action to which the pin is attached.
For purely ‘Out’ Actor Pins the default is evAction where Action is the name of the operation generated
from the action to which the pin is attached.
For BiDirectional pins, the ‘In’ part remains reqAction, but the ‘Out’ message becomes retAction where
Action is the name of the operation generated from the action to which the pin is attached.
These prefixes may be changed using the following properties:
SEToolkit::GenerateSD::ActorPinEventRequestPrefix
SEToolkit::GenerateSD::ActorPinEventReturnPrefix
SEToolkit::GenerateSD::ActorPinEventToActorPrefix
The caveat to all of this is if the pin is attached to a Message Action.
If the relevant option is selected a new Event is created with this name – and that event is mapped into a tag
on the actor pin. (There are two tags – one for each direction). On subsequent sequence diagram
generations – if the pin already has an event in its tag – then that event is re-used on the generated sequence
diagram.
This allows the user to change the name of a generated event – and have the toolkit use that name from this
point on – very convenient when generating many scenarios (simply generate the first scenario and then
rename the auto generated event in the browser before generating any more scenarios).

Figure 41 Tags on an actor pin

Message Actions
Message Actions are special kinds of Action that the toolkit treats differently:
• No operations are created from message actions – this means that they may contain illegal
characters, unless:
• If a message action has an actor pin then the name of any generated message is taken from the
message action, rather than the standard naming strategy of reqAction – as shown in the example
below:
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Figure 42 Message name generated from message action

If a message action has a pin then it is subject to the same rules as standard actions – it will be checked in
the preprocessing step and design rules may be used to fix it during generation.

Customization Options
Naming of Inter-lifeline Messages
By default messages between lifelines are named reqAction where Action is the name of the operation that
occurs after the message (that is the action that is the target of the flow that crosses a swimlane). This may
be changed with the following property:
SEToolkit::GenerateSD::InterlifelineEventPrefix
Note that Action is a keyword – anything else will be taken and used ‘as-is’. The Action keyword however
may be written in different ways to customize the message format (in the following examples the text req is
irrelevant and only used to indicate what the resulting message would look like)
Property
reqAction

Operation
openDoor

Message
reqOpenDoor

reqACTION

openDoor

reqOPENDOOR

req_action

openDoor

req_openDoor

Premise
The name of the message is in ‘camel case’
– that is the operation name has its first letter
capitalized
The operation name is capitalized before
insertion into the final message name
The operation name is used as-is

Auto-Selection of Paths
Control flows have a tag – sdPath – which is a multiplicity of strings. You may add entries to these tags to
define a specific flow through the activity. When generating a Sequence Diagram you may then
additionally specify a named flow. As the tool processes decisions, it checks each possible path for the
named flow in the set of tags – if found then that path is chosen automatically. If no named flow is found in
any tag then the tool stops and waits for user interaction.

Example:
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Figure 43 Tag sdPath on Conditional Flows

Figure 44 Selecting a flow in the SD Generation Dialog

Object Flow
Object flows may be used instead of control flows. If none of the relevant options are selected then these
behave as if they were control flows. However if the relevant options are selected – arguments and return
types may be created on the generated operations and events.

Example SD Generation from Object Flow 1:

Figure 45 Pins become arguments / return types
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Figure 46 Generated SD

Example SD Generation from Object Flow 2:

Figure 47 Pins become arguments / return types

Figure 48 Arguments on inter-lifeline messages

Note that the name and type of the inter-lifeline message is taken from the In pin on the target Action.
Arguments with the same name and type are added if not found (allows for multiple arguments shown on
multiple flows). For this reason there is no deletion / sync – if you manually change the name / type of an
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argument then on the next sd generation the toolkit will add a new one. Call operations and call behaviors
with parameters are supported, for example:

Figure 49 Object Flows with Call Operations and Call Behaviors

Create Ports and Interfaces
Intent
Based on the messages between lifelines on a Sequence Diagram, the tool creates and populates Interfaces
to group those messages and Ports on the sending and receiving Blocks/Actors for those Interfaces.

Invocation
This helper may be invoked from the right-click menu of a single Sequence Diagram – or a Package. When
selecting via a Package the tool works on all Sequence Diagrams in that Package (and also sub-packages if
the recursive option is selected).
Menu Entry: SE Toolkit à Ports and Interfaces à Create Ports and Interfaces
Menu Entry: SE Toolkit à Ports and Interfaces à Create Ports and Interfaces Recursive

Basic Operation
The tool works in two modes. The Classic mode uses Standard Ports (now simply called Ports in SysML
1.3). Agile mode uses Proxy Ports. This behavior is controlled by the following property:
SEToolkit::CreatePortsAndInterfaces::UseProxyPorts
Note that only one type of port should be used – it is not possible to mix port types. If you have an older
model that used Standard Ports – a conversion tool is provided to convert those Ports into Proxy Ports. It is
not possible to convert back to using Standard Ports.
During normal operation, only events between lifelines are considered. Reflexive events (that is events
from a lifeline back to itself) and Operations between lifelines are ignored.
Interfaces may be generated from Operations between lifelines by enabling the following property:
SEToolkit::CreatePortsAndInterfaces::GenerateInterfacesFromOperations
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Location of Generated Interfaces and Interface Blocks
Interfaces (Standard Port Mode) and Interface Blocks (Proxy Port Mode) are created in a package in the
model. The package to use may be controlled by the user – or left to the toolkit.
The tool first looks for a dependency – from the package that owns the sequence diagram (or a parent
package) to a package. If such a dependency exists , and has the stereotype <<InterfacesPkg>> then the
target package will be where Interfaces are generated. Note than in Agile mode this dependency is
automatically created when the Create System Model from Use Case is executed.
If the dependency is not found, then the tool looks for an appropriate package by name. It starts searching
from the sequence diagram – looking up the package tree until it finds an appropriately named package.
The following property controls the name that the tool searches for:
SEToolkit::CreatePortsAndInterfaces::InterfacePackageNameRegex
This property has a default value:
^.*InterfacesPkg$
Unless changed by the user – the tool searches for a package whose name ends with ‘InterfacesPkg’ – the
first package found with such a name will be used. This allows the user to add ‘local’ packages (for
example UseCase1InterfacesPkg or LogicalInterfacesPkg) and have the tool generate interfaces in them
without explicitly adding dependencies.
Note that out of the box, the Harmony project structure includes a top-level package named InterfacesPkg.
In addition, in agile mode the Use Case Functional Model has a local interfaces package named
UCNameInterfacesPkg.

Naming of Interfaces
Generated Interfaces are called iSource_Destination – where Source and Destination are the source and
target blocks/actors represented by the lifelines on the Sequence Diagram. This naming strategy may be
changed by using the following property:
SEToolkit::CreatePortsAndInterfaces::InterfaceName
In this property, the following keywords are used – and replaced by the name of the source and target
respectively:
SNDR
RCVR
Any other text in the property is used as-is. Interfaces may be renamed post-generation by the user.

Ports and Interfaces – Both Modes
Whether running in Proxy Port Mode or Standard Port Mode – the tool creates a single Port for each
lifeline pair (for example for all messages between A and B in either direction – the tool creates a Port on A
and another port on B). Ports have a destination tag that is populated with the ‘other’ lifeline in the pairing
– so the tool can detect them later and not generate additional un-needed ports.
Generated ports are named pDestination – although this naming strategy may be changed using the
following property:
SEToolkit::CreatePortsAndInterfaces::PortName
Again, the keywords SNDR and RCVR will be replaced by the names of the Blocks at either end.
Receiving Ports are made behavioral and the owning Block is made a subclass of the Interface.
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Ports and Interfaces – Standard Port Mode
In Standard Port Mode, Standard Ports are created and given an implicit contract made up of required and
provided interfaces as detailed below.
An Interface is created for each direction of message between two lifelines. This is necessary as a Standard
Port cannot both provide and require the same Interface.

Example – Unidirectional Messages

Example – Bidirectional Messages

Ports and Interfaces – Proxy Port Mode
In Proxy Port mode the tool creates Proxy Ports, which are typed by Interface Blocks as detailed below.
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An Interface Block is created per-pair of lifelines. Features (events and operations) from the Sequence
Diagrams are added to the Interface Block and given the <<directedFeature>> stereotype. They are then set
to be either provided or required features in the Interface Block.
Proxy Ports are conjugated if the features they require/provide are found in an existing Interface Block –
but reversed. In the following example, S1 requires ev1 and ev2. The Interface Block has those features in
it – but provided – and so S1 uses that Interface Block but the port is conjugated.

Example – Unidirectional Messages

Example – Bidirectional Messages
For bidirectional messages – a single Interface Block is still used (unlike Standard Ports – the direction of
features is contained inside the Interface Block rather than in the port – so additional features may be added
to the Interface Block and their directions set appropriately)

Interface Package Restructuring
It is possible to move / restructure the package that contains the Interface(s). Before the tool creates any
new Interfaces, it searches for an appropriate existing one to further populate. This search begins in the
InterfacesPkg (see Location of Generated Interfaces and Interface Blocks) but sub-packages are also
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searched. For example, here is an InterfacesPkg that has been restructured – Events are in the top-level
package but generated interfaces have been moved into a sub package:

Advanced Customization – Port and Interface Name Aliasing
Both Port and Interface names may be further customized using the property:
SEToolkit::CreatePortsAndInterfaces::PortAndInterfaceAliasRegex
This regular expression property is useful if you have a naming strategy for your Blocks and the names get
too long. Its operation is best explained using an example:
Imagine you have Blocks named SUB1CommandAndControl and SUB2MissionControl.
By default the Ports would be named:
• pSUB1CommandAndControl
• pSUB2MissionControl
The Interface would be named iSUB1CommandAndControl_ SUB2MissionControl
By specifying an alias of (SUB\d+) the names would become:
•
•
•

pSUB1
pSUB2
iSUB1_SUB2

Create Test Bench
Intent
Create a test bench type Statechart for an Actor or Actor Block.

Invocation
The helper may be invoked from the context menu of an Actor, Actor Block. Block, Class, Part
Menu Entry: SE Toolkit à Architecture Tools à Create Test Bench

Basic Operation
The helper adds a new Statechart to the selected element. In the event that a Statechart already exists you
have the option of replacing it or creating an additional Statechart (such that you can switch between main
behaviors)
The Statechart has a single state with a set of internal transitions.
For each Port on the selected element:
For each ‘required’ event reception:
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A new ‘actor event’ is added. The new Event has the name send_OriginalEventName. An internal
transition is added to the state, triggered by the actor event, with an action to send the original event
through the specified port.
Example:

Figure 50 IBD

Figure 51 Sequence Diagram

Figure 52 Create Test Bench - New Actor Event

Figure 53 Create Test Bench - Generated State Machine
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Figure 54 Create Test Bench - Options When a State Machine Already Exists

Setup Model Execution
Intent
Create an executable component for the selected Black Box Functional Use Case Model.

Invocation
The helper may be invoked from the context menu of an Activity View
Menu Entry: SE Toolkit à Setup Model Execution

Basic Operation
The helper adds a new Component to the Execution Scope Package. It then sets the scope of the
component:
For Classic:
It includes the current Use Case package, the global Actor package and the Interfaces package.
For Agile:
It adds only specific packages from the Use Case package (since elements in the Safety package will
cause model compilation to fail). Included Packages are those whose name ends with:
• ActorPkg
• InterfacesPkg
• ExecutionScopePkg
• TypesPkg
In addition it includes any Classes / Blocks found in the Use Case package (since that is where the Use
Case Block will be found)
A Configuration named Animate is added to the component and set to Animation with Webify switched on
The tool then invokes a Generate & Make on the component such that it s ready to run.

Allocation Helpers
In HarmonySE, ‘Allocation’ involves the copying of Features – Operations, Event Receptions and
Attributes - from a higher-level Block to a sub-Block.
There are two helpers which automate such allocation. The first uses an Activity Diagram with Swimlanes
as the basis. Using this method only Operations may be allocated since Attributes and Event Receptions do
not appear on the diagram. The second method presents you with a list of all the features in the higher level
block, along with the current allocation to sub-blocks – and then allows the allocation to be performed.

Allocate Operations From Swimlanes
Intent
Allocate Operations to Blocks in Referenced Swimlanes.

Invocation
This helper may be invoked from the Activity or Activity Diagram in the Browser – or by right-clicking the
background of an Activity Diagram whilst editing it.
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Menu Entry: SE Toolkit à Allocation à Allocate Operations From Swimlanes

Basic Operation
The tool first collects a set of Activities that includes ‘this’ Activity – along with any sub-Activities or
Activities that are referenced by Call Behaviors. It then collects the Swimlanes and the Blocks that are
mapped to them.
To perform allocation the tool requires a ‘source’ – that is the higher-level Block which should have
Operations to be allocated. The tool attempts to detect the source automatically by checking if there are
instances of the mapped swimlane blocks – and if they have the same parent. If the source cannot be
detected automatically then you should select it in the browser and click Select Source of Operations in
the tool when it appears.
For example:

Figure 55 Activity Diagram with Mapped Swimlanes

Figure 56 Allocate Operations from Swimlanes Dialog - Source Auto Detected

When Perform Allocation is clicked, the tool checks each swimlane in turn. For each Action in that
swimlane it looks in the Source for a corresponding Operation. If found then it is copied to the Block that is
mapped to the swimlane (only if it does not already exist). The Operation in the source is tagged Allocated
– such that the Allocation Wizard can also detect the allocation.
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In addition, any trace links from the original source are removed and replaced by a trace from the allocated
Operation to the source Operation. This cleans up the traceability and provides a clear path from the
allocated Operation to the Source, to the Functional Model:

Figure 57 Allocated Operation with Trace

If no corresponding Operation(s) are found in the source (which is common if new Operations have been
added during functional decomposition) – these are highlighted:

Figure 58 Allocate Operations from Swimlanes - Missing Operations

The tool then provides help to resolve the situation. Right-click an entry and select Locate Action That
Caused This Error to highlight the problem Action on the Activity.
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Figure 59 Error Resolution Dialog

If these are indeed Operations which should have been created, click Create New Operation. This creates a
new Operation in the source. Note that it does not allocate – neither does it refresh the error dialog. Close
the error dialog and perform another allocation to fully resolve the issue.

Allocation Wizard
Intent
Allocate Features from a higher-level Block to sub-Blocks. Useful in allocating Attributes and Event
Receptions which do not appear on Activities – or if no Activity modeling has been performed.

Invocation
This helper may be invoked from a Block.
Menu Entry: SE Toolkit à Allocation à Allocation Wizard

Basic Operation
The tool displays a dialog with the select Block on the left, and any Blocks that are ‘Part’ of it on the right
(in the Allocate To combo box). There are three tabs – one for each of the Feature types. Unallocated
Features are listed in the left-hand panel. Allocated Features are shown on the right:
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Figure 60 Unallocated Attributes
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Figure 61 Allocated Operations

To allocate Feature(s) – first use the combo box to choose the sub-Block to allocate to, then select the
Feature(s) in the left-hand panel and click Allocate
To de-allocate Features and return them to the pool, select them in the right-hand panel and click
DeAllocate.
To allocate Feature(s) but leave them in the pool for additional allocation to other sub-Blocks, first use the
combo box to choose the sub-Block to allocate to, then select the Feature(s) in the left hand panel and click
Allocate but Leave in Pool
In each case the tool will create / delete copies and use Tags to track the allocation just as in the Allocate
Operations From Swimlanes helper

Allocation Table Generator
Intent
Generate a simple excel spreadsheet showing the allocation decisions made on a white box activity view.

Invocation
This helper may be invoked from an Activity Diagram.
Menu Entry: SE Toolkit à Allocation à Generate Allocation Table

Basic Operation
The tool creates a new excel spreadsheet and adds it as a controlled file to the same package as the Activity.
That spreadsheet shows the allocation of Actions to Swimlanes in the Activity (using the Action body
rather than the name)
Example:
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Figure 62 Generate Allocation Table - Activity with Swimlanes

Figure 63 Generate Allocation Table - Generated Controlled File

Figure 64 Generate Allocation Table - Generated Table

Design Synthesis Helpers
Create White Box Activity View
Intent
To create a White Box version of the Black Box Activity View such that consistency and allocation
checking may later be performed.

Invocation
This helper may be invoked from an Activity View.
Menu Entry: SE Toolkit à Create White Box Activity View
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Basic Operation
The tool creates a duplicate of the selected Activity View – and renames ‘BlackBoxView’ to
‘WhiteBoxView’. A <<Refinement>> is added between the White Box and the Black Box view.
It then removes any referenced sequence diagrams from the WhiteBoxView. This is so that when new
Sequence Diagrams are generated at this level – they may be checked for consistency against the new view:

Figure 65 Automatically Created White Box Activity View

The tool also adds a hyperlink from the original Use Case to the new White Box Activity View.
In addition, two other pieces of functionality may be triggered depending on the property values currently
set:
SEToolkit::CreateWhiteBoxActivityView::AutoMapActorPins
Note that this property is set to false for legacy models – but activation of Agile mode sets it to true. If set
to true, the tool scans for any Actor Pins used in the diagram and automatically remaps them to point at
either the system actors or system actor blocks.
SEToolkit::CreateWhiteBoxActivityView::AutoRenameActorPinsOnRemap
If set to true then when an Actor Pin is remapped to either the system Actor or Actor Block, it is
additionally renamed to match the name of that Actor/Actor Block.

Create Sub Packages
Intent
To create a decomposed package structure for a system decomposition to allow for an efficient handoff
process later.

Invocation
This helper may be invoked from a Block.
Menu Entry: SE Toolkit à Architecture Tools à Create Sub Packages

Basic Operation
The tool creates a new Decomposition Package for the selected Block. For each Block that is ‘part’ of this
Block – a new Package is created and that Block is moved into it. This is also true for any Blocks that
inherit from those Blocks.
Example:
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Figure 66 Initial Flat Structure

Figure 67 Model Structure After Create Sub Packages

In addition, each newly created package (except the Decomposition Package) is given a new local tag:
“isSubsystem” (set to true) to allow the automatic creation of Handoff Models
Blocks that are moved in this fashion are also given the stereotype “Subsystem”. This is so they can be
added to white box sequence diagrams automatically later using the Add Subsystems to Sequence Diagram
helper.

Add Subsystems to Sequence Diagram
Intent
Provide a quick and convenient way to assist in turning a black box sequence into a white box sequence by
adding all subsystems to the sequence diagram.

Invocation
This helper may be invoked from a Sequence Diagram.
Menu Entry: SE Toolkit à Add Subsystems
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Basic Operation
The tool searches the entire model for any class/block that has the stereotype Subsystem. Elements found in
this way are added as lifelines to the selected sequence diagram.

Merge Functional Analysis
Intent
To copy all Features from any Use Case Block into a ‘System’ Block in preparation for allocation to
subsystems.

Invocation
This helper may be invoked from a Block.
Menu Entry: SE Toolkit à Architecture Tools à Merge Functional Analysis

Basic Operation
The tool searches the Functional Analysis Package for any Use Case Blocks. Since you could use Blocks to
model types – the tool needs a way to distinguish between Use Case Blocks and any other kind of Block.
Only Blocks which have a dependency stereotyped <<represents>> are considered to be Use Case Blocks.
This dependency is added automatically in newer models – for legacy models the dependency may need to
be added manually. All Features of those Use Case Blocks are then copied into the selected target Block.
Each Feature is given a <<trace>> relationship back to the original for traceability.

Figure 68 System Block After Merge Functional Analysis

Duplicate Features
If there are Features in multiple Blocks with the same name, then these are highlighted as potential
modeling errors (only the first of such duplicates is copied – the others are ignored). In this case an errors
dialog is presented:
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Figure 69 Duplicate Features Dialog During Merge

The tool then provides help to resolve the issue. First double-click an entry to locate it in the Browser.
Right-click an entry and select Locate Source in Browser or Locate Target in Browser to show the Features
that are potentially clashing.
If the Feature is the “same” feature – that is it has the same name and the same intent – then right-click the
entry and select Add Trace:

Figure 70 Merge Feature Errors - Context Menu

A second <<trace>> dependency is added from the merged feature to the additional source features – this
feature is then ignored in any future merge attempts.

Figure 71 Merged Feature with Multiple Trace Relationships
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Merge Block Features
Intent
The Merge Functional Analysis helper automatically merges all features from all Blocks in the functional
model into the selected Block. This helper on the other hand allows for a more selective approach.

Invocation
This helper may be invoked from a Block.
Menu Entry: SE Toolkit à Architecture Tools à Merge Block Features

Basic Operation
Upon invocation, the tool displays a dialog and sets the Copy to Target section to the currently selected
Block:

Figure 72 Merge Features Dialog on Launch

You may then select multiple Block(s) in the Rhapsody Browser and click Refresh Source. If you select
multiple elements and some of them are not Blocks – only the Blocks are used – the others are ignored.
Selected Blocks are added to the Source list. Tip: You may find it useful to create a table of Blocks - or use
a browser filter in Rhapsody to show only Blocks – this will help to make the selection.
The Features to Merge section allows for selective merging of specific feature types – along with whether a
trace dependency is added.
When Perform Merge is clicked, the tool behaves in the same way as Merge Functional Analysis – but
only with the selected Blocks and Feature types.
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Figure 73 Merge Features Dialog - Multiple Blocks Selected

Figure 74 Merge Features Duplicate Features Error Dialog

Create Handoff Models
Intent
Create handoff models from the Systems Engineering Model. Those models comprise:
• A shared model
• A model for each subsystem

Invocation
This helper may be invoked from a Package or the Project.
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Menu Entry: SE Toolkit à Architecture Tools à Create Handoff Models

Basic Operation
The tool first creates a new folder in the filesystem to contain the new models. That folder is named
SubsystemModels. The tool then gathers elements from the Systems Engineering Model to add to the new
models to be created. The elements to be added are indicated using tags on the relevant packages:
•
•
•

Packages to add to the shared model: includeInSharedModel (=true)
Packages to turn into Subsystem models: isSubsystem (=true)
Packages to add to the Subsystem models: includeInSubsystemModel (=true)

Note that the helpers Create Harmony Project and Create Sub Packages add these tags automatically.

The Shared Model
If the Shared Model does not exist it will be created and loaded into the Rhapsody workspace. If the Shared
Model already exists it will simply be loaded. On creation, each Package indicated as included using the
above tag will be added by reference to the model. In addition, the following new Packages will be
created:
• CommonStereotypes
• PhysicalInterfaces
The Default Package will be deleted

The Subsystem Models
For each indicated subsystem, if the subsystem model does not exist it will be created and loaded into the
Rhapsody workspace. If the subsystem model already exists it will be skipped and a message displayed
indicating that if changes need to be propagated to that model then Rhapsody Diff Merge should be used.
On creation, the original Package identified as a subsystem will be added to the model by copy. In addition,
the following new Packages will be created:
• DeploymentPkg
• SubsystemSpecPkg
The Default Package will be deleted
The PhysicalInterfaces Package from the shared model is added to each subsystem model by reference.
Any Package tagged as includeInSubsystemModel will be added to each subsystem model by reference.
The following diagram illustrates the handoff architecture:
Systems Engineering Model

Shared Model

Include in Shared

Include in Shared

by reference

Read Only
Subsystem Model
PhysicalInterfaces

PhysicalInterfaces

by reference

Read Only

SubsystemPkg

SubsystemPkg

by copy

Include in
Subsystem

Include in
Subsystem

by reference

Read Only

Figure 75 Handoff Models Architecture
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Create Delegation Ports
Intent
Create new ports on the boundary of a composite such that internal parts may be connected to the outside
actors.

Invocation
The helper may be invoked from the context menu of a Part.
Menu Entry: SE Toolkit à Port and Interfaces à Create Delegation Ports

Basic Operation
Based on Ports on the contained Parts, new Ports are added to the containers boundary:

Figure 76 Create Delegation Ports - Before Invocation
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Figure 77 Create Delegation Ports - After Invocation

Connect Ports
Intent
Connect together Ports with matching interface definitions on an Internal Block Diagram.

Invocation
The helper may be invoked from the context menu of an Internal Block Diagram.
Menu Entry: SE Toolkit à Port and Interfaces à Connect Ports

Basic Operation
The tool assesses external ports on the diagram and connects them together:

Figure 78 Connect Ports - Before Invocation
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Figure 79 Connect Ports - After Invocation

Note that delegation links are created and appear in the browser – however they are not shown on the
diagram. This is due to a defect in the Rhapsody API – when you encounter this please submit a defect –
the more reports we have of this the quicker it will be fixed.

Generate N2 Matrix
Intent
Generate a classical N2 Matrix (represented in a spreadsheet) from the Ports and Interfaces of elements on
an IBD.

Invocation
The helper may be invoked from the context menu of an Internal Block Diagram.
Menu Entry: SE Toolkit à Port and Interfaces à Generate N2 Matrix

Basic Operation
When invoked on an Internal Block Diagram, the tool gathers all connected Ports and Interfaces and creates
a new N2 Matrix in spreadsheet form. That spreadsheet is added to the model as a controlled file in the
same Package as the IBD
Example:
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Figure 80 Sample IBD

Figure 81 N2 Matrix Spreadsheet as a Controlled File

Figure 82 Generated N2 Matrix

Consistency Checking Helpers
Activity View Consistency Check
Intent
Check consistency between an Activity View and its referenced Sequence Diagrams.

Invocation
This helper may be invoked from the Activity or Activity Diagram in the Browser – or by right-clicking the
background of an Activity Diagram whilst editing it.
Menu Entry: SE Toolkit à Consistency Checks à Perform Activity View Consistency Checks
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Basic Operation
The tool first collects a set of Activities that includes ‘this’ Activity – along with any sub-Activities or
Activities that are referenced by Call Behaviors. The tool then collects a set of Sequence Diagrams that are
referenced by the associated Activity View.
Each Action / Call Operation that appears on the Activities should appear at least once on at least one of the
referenced Sequence Diagrams. Every Operation on referenced Sequence Diagrams should appear on at
least one of the collected Activities.
Example
Imagine the following sequence diagram was generated from the Activity.

Figure 83 Initial SD Generation

Subsequently, the modeler manually added ‘op4’ to the Sequence Diagram and added ‘op3’ to the Activity:

Figure 84 Modified SD and Activity

The Consistency Checker would then show the following:
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Figure 85 Activity View Consistency Checker

On the Information tab the checker shows the set of Activities and Sequence Diagrams for reference. If
there are any errors – such as for example unrealized messages on the Sequence Diagram, these are also
shown:

Figure 86 Activity View Consistency Checker Information and Errors
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Allocation Consistency Check
Intent
Check consistency between an Activity View and any Blocks mapped to Swimlanes.

Invocation
This helper may be invoked from the Activity or Activity Diagram in the Browser – or by right-clicking the
background of an Activity Diagram whilst editing it.
Menu Entry: SE Toolkit à Consistency Checks à Perform Allocation Consistency Checks

Basic Operation
The tool first collects a set of Activities that includes ‘this’ Activity – along with any sub-Activities or
Activities that are referenced by Call Behaviors. In each of the Activities that have swimlanes – the tool
checks the Actions / Call Operations in that swimlane against the Block that is mapped to it.
Each Action should have a corresponding Operation in the referenced Block. Each Operation in the Block
should have at least once corresponding Action in an associated swimlane.
Example:
In the following example, Block A does not have an Operation ‘op3’ which appears on the Activity, and
Block B has an Operation ‘op4’ which does not appear at all on the Activity:

Figure 87 Example Activity with Mapped Swimlanes

The Consistency Checker would show the following (Click an entry to highlight it in Rhapsody)
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Figure 88 Allocation Consistency Check - Missing Operation

Figure 89 Allocation Consistency Check - Missing Action
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Miscellaneous Helpers
Modeling Toolbox
Intent
The intent of each function is detailed in that specific helper description – this section describes the basic
user interface and operation of the modeling toolbox

Invocation
The modeling toolbox has many different functions and as such may be invoked from the context menu of
many different artifacts – or from the Tools menu. If invoked from the Tools menu, then all possible
functions are shown. If invoked from the context menu, then the user interface is filtered to only show a
specific function.

Basic Operation
All modeling toolbox functions require a source and a target. Both source and target may be a single model
element – or multiple model elements. The nature of those model elements is dependent on the exact
feature being used (for example you can add a dependency from any model element to any model element
– but you can only add a referenced sequence diagram to a use case)

Main User Interface
When invoked from the Tools menu, all features are displayed as tabs – as shown below:
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Figure 90 Modeling Toolbox - all tabs shown

The location of the tabs may be controlled by the Options menu:

Figure 91 Options menu, tab position

Collapsing the UI
To select a source / target model element – first select the element(s) in Rhapsody – either on a diagram or
in the browser, then click the corresponding ‘Select Source’ or ‘Select Target’ buttons in the modeling
toolbox. To facilitate this the panel may be collapsed to only show the selection part at the top:
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Figure 92 modeling toolbox - panel collapsed for selection

Source and Target Selection
If the source/target is a single element, then the element’s name and type are displayed beneath the button.
If, on the other hand, the selection is a group of elements, then the Selection Information tab may be used to
view the selected element(s):

Figure 93 Modeling toolbox - selection information panel

Double-clicking any element in the selection information panel will navigate to that element in Rhapsody.
A context menu is also available:

Figure 94 Selection information panel - locate in model
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Add Hyperlinks
Intent
Provide an easy, automated mechanism to add hyperlink(s) either between model elements or to an external
URI.

Invocation
This helper may be invoked from any model element.
Menu Entry: SE Toolkit à Add Hyperlinks à To Selected
Menu Entry: SE Toolkit à Add Hyperlinks à From Selected

Basic Operation
This helper invokes the Modeling Toolbox in Add Hyperlinks mode. Depending on which of the two menu
entries you selected – either the source or the target will automatically be set. Existing hyperlinks are
displayed – and a context menu is available to locate the hyperlink – or its target – in the browser:

Figure 95 Add Hyperlinks Modeling Toolbox Invoked - Source Already Set
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Adding New Internal Hyperlinks:
If the source is already set then select target element(s) in the browser (or on a diagram, in a table etc.) and
click Select Target
If the target is already set then select the source element(s) in the browser (or on a diagram, in a table etc.)
and click Select Source.
The tool supports ‘many to many’ – that is multiple sources and multiple targets may be selected.
Once a valid source(s) and target(s) have been set, click Create Internal Hyperlink
Note that for a single source and a single target – the tool will detect if an existing hyperlink exists between
them and the option to Create Internal Hyperlink will not be available. If multiple source(s) / target(s) are
selected, then no such detection is made – however only missing hyperlinks will be created – duplicates
will not be made.

Adding New External Hyperlinks
To create an external hyperlink only the source(s) setting is required. Paste the address of the website into
the URI field and click Create External Hyperlink – a new external hyperlink will be added to each of the
selected sources.

Add Dependencies
Intent
Provide an easy, automated mechanism to add dependencies between model elements (including remote
resources)

Invocation
This helper may be invoked from any model element.
Menu Entry: SE Toolkit à Add Dependencies à To Selected
Menu Entry: SE Toolkit à Add Dependencies à From Selected

Basic Operation
This helper invokes the Modeling Toolbox in Add Dependencies mode. Depending on which of the two
menu entries you selected – either the source or the target will automatically be set. Existing dependencies
are displayed – and a context menu is available to locate the dependency – or its target – in the browser:
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Figure 96 Add Dependencies Modeling Toolbox Invoked - Source Already Set

Adding New Dependencies:
If the source is already set then select target element(s) in the browser (or on a diagram, in a table etc.) and
click Select Target
If the target is already set then select the source element(s) in the browser (or on a diagram, in a table etc.)
and click Select Source.
The tool supports ‘many to many’ – that is multiple sources and multiple targets may be selected.
Once a valid source(s) and target(s) have been set:

Adding Basic Dependencies
Basic dependencies have no stereotype. To add them simply click Create Basic Dependency

Adding Stereotyped Dependencies
Stereotyped dependencies are either dependencies with a stereotype, or new-term dependencies. The tool
automatically reads the current set of profiles in the model and populates the combo boxes with those
profiles and the dependency stereotypes found within them.
To add a new stereotyped dependency, first select the profile that contains the stereotype, then select the
stereotype and lastly click Create Dependency with Selected Stereotype

Adding Dependencies to Remote Resources
If the model contains remote resources such as oslc-based requirements, work items and test cases, then the
set of dependency stereotypes that may be used is limited. To add a dependency to a remote resource, select
Remote Resource Dependencies in the Profile combo box, then proceed as described above in ‘Adding
Stereotyped Dependencies’
Note that the allowable set of dependency stereotypes is defined in the following property:
SEToolkit::CreateDependency::RemoteDependencyTypes
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Check Model Checks
Intent
Add additional checks to the built-in Rhapsody Check Model tool.

Invocation
Not an additional helper but an additional set of checks. Rhapsody Check Model should be invoked in the
usual way.

Basic Operation
New checks are found under the Systems Engineering domain:

Figure 97 New Check Model Checks

Straighten Messages
Intent
When animating a model, Sequence Diagrams may be generated from the animation. Such diagrams show
events as slanted lines – indicating that they are received some time after they are sent. This representation
can make the diagrams needlessly long and less readable. This helper straightens such messages to aid
readability.

Invocation
This helper may be invoked from a Sequence Diagram.
Menu Entry: SE Toolkit à Straighten Messages

Basic Operation
Any messages that are not already horizontal will be made so. For example:
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Figure 98 Straighten Messages - Before Invocation

Figure 99 Straighten Messages - After Invocation
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Delete Event
Intent
Rhapsody will not allow you to delete an Event from the model if it is used anywhere in the model. That
usage might be event receptions – appearance in tags and so on. This helper gives the option to fully delete
an Event with one click (by first deleting all of it’s references).

Invocation
This helper may be invoked from an Event
Menu Entry: SE Toolkit à Delete Event

Basic Operation
If the Event has no references, then it is simply deleted. If the Event has references those are listed in a UI.
Double clicking a reference will locate it in the model. A context menu is also available:

Figure 100 Event References

Clicking Delete Event and References will give an option to backout. If confirmed, then all of the
references are deleted along with the Event. Clicking Undo will restore all of the references along with the
Event.

Auto Realize Events
Intent
If the model has more than one event with the same name (which is highly possible when working in agile
mode) – Rhapsody does not handle this very well. If you have unrealized messages on a sequence diagram
and you ask Rhapsody to auto realize them – Rhapsody will pick the first event it finds with the correct
name. This may not be the one you want. This helper allows you to specify where to look for events when
auto-realizing.

Invocation
This helper may be invoked from a Sequence Diagram
Menu Entry: SE Toolkit à Auto Realize Events
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Basic Operation
If The helper first looks for a dependency, stereotyped <<eventsPkg>>. If that dependency is not found
then an error is presented and the helper terminates. The dependency may be from the Sequence Diagram
itself or any parent package. If the dependency is found, then the helper uses the target package as a search
location. The helper looks in that package and its sub packages for an event to match with any unrealized
event on the Sequence Diagram – if found then it realizes the event and if necessary, adds an event
reception to the classifier receiving the message.

Select Event
Intent
When selecting an Event for use in an Accept Event Action or Send Event Action – Rhapsody presents a
single list in a combo box, along with the option to browse. Neither are optimal for large models. This
helper makes it easier to select an Event

Invocation
This helper may be invoked from a Send Event Action or an Accept Event Action
Menu Entry: SE Toolkit à Select Event

Basic Operation
The helper gathers all of the Events in the model and presents them in a UI – allowing the user to sort, filter
and select the appropriate event. Note that a graphical defect in Rhapsody means that after applying the
event the diagram will not change. Moving or resizing the graphical symbol will cause the diagram to
refresh – this has been reported.

Figure 101 Select Event Dialog
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Figure 102 Select Event Context Menu
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